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(54) Television decoding unit with multiple wireless access modules

(57) The present invention proposes a system com-
prising a television decoding unit and a plurality of access
modules, said access modules comprising wireless com-
munication means with the television decoding unit, a
memory comprising an identification of said module, said
television decoding unit comprising means for detecting

the presence and to receive the identification of an ac-
cess module, means to apply a filter on events displayed
on the television unit, said filter being defined with pre-
defined filter category attached to the identification, and
means to record the events consumption while the ac-
cess module is detected by the television unit.
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Description

Introduction

[0001] The present invention concerns the field of de-
vices to identify users in a television decoding unit.

Prior Art

[0002] In television decoding units, it has been recog-
nized as necessary to identify the user currently watching
to decide which channels he is allowed to watch. The
selection is made in accordance with the rating attached
to each broadcast event. An event is flagged "adult" since
content is limited to adult people. An example of the rating
system can be found in the "TV Parental Guidelines" in
the USA which defines various levels, according to the
audience to which the event is directed.

Y:All Children

[0003] This program is designed to be appropriate for
all children. Whether animated or live-action, the themes
and elements in this program are specifically designed
for a very young audience, including children from ages
2-6. This program is not expected to frighten younger
children.

Y7 : Directed to Older Children

[0004] This program is designed for children age 7 and
above. It may be more appropriate for children who have
acquired the developmental skills needed to distinguish
between make-believe and reality. Themes and ele-
ments in this program may include mild fantasy violence
or comedic violence, or may frighten children under the
age of 7. Therefore, parents may wish to consider the
suitability of this program for their very young children.

YZ FV : Directed to Older Children - Fantasy Violence

[0005] For those programs where fantasy violence
may be more intense or more combative than other pro-
grams in this category, such programs will be designated
TV-Y7-FV.

G : General Audience

[0006] Most parents would find this program suitable
for all ages. Although this rating does not signify a pro-
gram designed specifically for children, most parents
may let younger children watch this program unattended.
It contains little or no violence, no strong language and
little or no sexual dialogue or situations.

PG : Parental Guidance Suggested

[0007] This program contains material that parents

may find unsuitable for younger children. Many parents
may want to watch it with their younger children. The
theme itself may call for parental guidance and/or the
program may contain one or more of the following: some
suggestive dialogue (D), infrequent coarse language (L),
some sexual situations (S), or moderate violence (V).

14 : Parents Strongly Cautioned

[0008] This program contains some material that many
parents would find unsuitable for children under 14 years
of age. Parents are strongly urged to exercise greater
care in monitoring this program and are cautioned
against letting children under the age of 14 watch unat-
tended. This program may contain one or more of the
following: intensely suggestive dialogue (D), strong
coarse language (L), intense sexual situations (S), or in-
tense violence (V).

MA : Mature Audience Only

[0009] This program is specifically designed to be
viewed by adults and therefore may be unsuitable for
children under 17. This program may contain one or more
of the following: crude indecent language (L), explicit sex-
ual activity (S), or graphic violence (V).
[0010] The document WO 2001/80552A1 describes a
way to organize the access to events according to the
selected user. Each user has an access code which de-
fines its ability to watch events or channels. In order to
activate a personal profile, a pin code is entered that
loads the data of said user in the filtering system. This
filtering system extracts the parental data from a current
broadcast event (or a recorded event if the television set
comprises a storage device) and compares this rating
with the rating defined in the current profile. In case that
the level extracted from the event is higher than the pre-
defined rating level, the display of the event is avoided.
[0011] This method relies on the introduction of a pin
code for each user or group of users. Not only the ena-
bling step is important, but also the disabling step, i.e.
when a person entitled to high rating leaves the vicinity
of the television unit. In this case, the filtering system
should return to the default value as quickly as possible
to avoid a child accessing the events flagged to the high
rating (i.e. adult, or violent) without control.

Brief description of the invention

[0012] In order to achieve this aim, the present inven-
tion proposes a system comprising a television decoding
unit and a plurality of access modules, said access mod-
ules comprising wireless communication means with the
television decoding unit, a memory comprising an iden-
tification of said module, said television decoding unit
comprising means for detecting the presence and to re-
ceive the identification of an access module, means to
apply a filter on events displayed on the television unit,
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said filter being defined with pre-defined filter category
attached to the identification, and means to record the
events consumption while the access module is detected
by the television unit.
[0013] The present invention presents a wireless con-
nection system between an access module and the tel-
evision decoding unit. A plurality of access modules are
known by the television decoding unit and detected ac-
cording to the distance between the television decoding
unit and the access module. More than one access mod-
ule can be detected at the same time, and the television
decoding unit can embed a priority function to decide
which access module is to take into account. This can
be achieved by the proximity of the access module or the
rating level, the lower rating level being then applied to
the filter means.

Brief description of the figures

[0014] The present invention will be better understood
thanks to the attached figure which describes the system
of the invention, this system comprising a television de-
coding unit and a plurality of access modules.

Detailed description

[0015] The television decoding unit 1 could be in the
form of a Set-top-box 3 , attached to a screen 2. In other
embodiment, a television screen comprises the various
means of the invention. The television decoding unit ex-
tracts the services from the broadcast channels and dis-
plays the events of this channel. An event is a single
program such as a film, a documentary or news. A rating
level is attached to the identification data of the events
and defines the type of audience (child, adult ...). In the
same channel, different events can have a different rating
level. It is also possible that a channel has all events
flagged with a specific rating level.
[0016] The television decoding unit enforces the rating
policy by comparing the received rating embedded with
the event’s data with the rating currently applied.
[0017] Upon starting up of the television unit, the wire-
less means seek the access modules 4a, 4b, 4c in range.
If only one is found, the profile data of said access mod-
ule, as identified by its identification data, will be applied.
In case more than one access module is found, a selec-
tion will be done according to the policy previously de-
cided. This policy can be set so that a "master" access
module has priority over the other one. According to an-
other embodiment, the lower rating level is applied or a
popup menu is displayed on the television to ask for the
user’s selection.
[0018] By wireless transmission means, it is meant low
range or high range of transmission.
[0019] The known standards are:

• ISO 14223/1 - Radio frequency identification of An-
imals, advanced transponders - Air interface

• ISO/IEC 14443: This standard is a popular HF (13.56
MHz) standard for HighFIDs which is being used as
the basis of RFID-enabled passports under ICAO
9303.

• ISO 15693: This is also a popular HF (13.56 MHz)
standard for HighFIDs widely used for non-contact
smart payment and credit cards.

• ISO/IEC 18000: Information technology - Radio fre-
quency identification for item management:

• ISO 18185: This is the industry standard for elec-
tronic seals or "e-seals" for tracking cargo containers
using the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz frequencies.

• EPCglobal - this is the standardization framework
that is most likely to undergo International Standard-
ization according to ISO rules as with all sound stand-
ards in the world, unless residing with limited scope,
as customs regulations, air-traffic regulations and
others. Currently the big distributors and govern-
mental customers are pushing EPC heavily as a
standard well-accepted in their community, but not
yet regarded as for salvation to the rest of the world.

• ASTM D7434, Standard Test Method for Determin-
ing the Performance of Passive Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) Transponders on Palletized or
Unitized Loads

• ASTM D7435, Standard Test Method for Determin-
ing the Performance of Passive Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) Transponders on Loaded Con-
tainers

[0020] Some wireless protocols (e.g. ISO 14443) are
only suitable for low range detection, so that the wireless
module has to be placed near the reader. Other protocols
and technologies allow longer range up to 15 meters.
[0021] During an initialization step, each access mod-
ule and their identification data are recorded into the tel-
evision unit and associated with a user or a group of users
(e.g. children or parents). An appropriate profile or ac-
count is created and rating level is defined.
[0022] In case the television unit is part of a home net-
work, these initialization data are conveyed to the other
television decoding units or shared within a network
node. It is then possible to follow the user (or the access
module) from a first room to another. When leaving the
vicinity of the first television unit, the same detect the
presence of another access module and apply this policy
according to this access module. In the negative event,
the television decoding unit return in default mode.
[0023] In the other room, the profile data of the newly
detected access module is loaded into the second tele-
vision decoding unit and the rating attached to this profile
is enforced.
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[0024] According to an embodiment of the invention,
when the television decoding unit no longer detects ac-
cess modules, it switches into power down mode.
[0025] The access modules are initialized with a
unique identification number generally set at the manu-
facture process. In other embodiment, the television de-
coding unit can program the identification number into
the access module while the system is in a setting up
phase.
[0026] The access modules can act as an authoriza-
tion module and activate the related profile. However,
according to the initialization step, an additional pin code
can be requested once a specific access module is de-
tected. This could be the case when the parent access
module is detected within range; the television decoding
unit requests the entering of a pin code before loading
the parent profile.
[0027] The fact that the presence of a plurality of view-
ers is known by the television decoding unit opens other
functionalities. It is now possible to define viewing policy
in term of watching time per categories. Let’s take the
example that a child is allowed to watch for an equivalent
of 50 units per day. The duration of one unit can be ad-
justed depending on the rating level or the category. The
broadcast category "Y" will be defined as 1 unit per 10
minutes although the category "Y7" is defined as 5 units
per 10 minutes. It is then possible to assign to each cat-
egory a different weighting so that a user will consume
its daily (or weekly) credit in a different speed in accord-
ance with the type of broadcast. This will encourage users
to spend more time to watch events at a low rating (having
a low consumption speed) rather than watching level 3
(Directed to Older Children) that will decrease the credit
more quickly. Instead of category, the same can be ap-
plied to channels. Some channels are fully dedicated to
education such as Planete or Animals and can be weight-
ed at a low consumption speed. Other channels such as
Cartoon Network will be associated with an higher
weight.
[0028] When more than one access module is detect-
ed in range, the rule applies to each user. As a conse-
quence, one child will certainly try to hide his access mod-
ule and watch the film on the account of the other one.
In order to encourage each user watching the television
to place the access module at a distance accessible by
the television decoding unit, a reduction can be applied
if more than one access module is detected. Lets take
the example that the level 2 (Directed to Older Children)
is charged 5 units per 10 minutes. If two users are de-
tected, this rate will be reduced to 3 units per 10 minutes.
This has the consequence that each user has an interest
to share the television with another user to preserve his
credit.
[0029] In an embodiment using access modules that
are able to write data into their memory while in a wireless
connection with the television unit; the access module
can store the profile or other consumption information
related to the broadcast currently used by the access

module owner.
[0030] The access data to contents authorized or ac-
quired by a user through its access module are stored
within the access module. Once this access module is
no longer in connection with the television unit, the latter
stop to receive the decryption material and interrupt the
display of such contents.
[0031] If the user with its access module moves from
the vicinity of a first television unit to a second television
unit, the second television unit will be able to resume the
access to the content. In order to restore the same envi-
ronment, the access module stores the last channel ac-
cessed by the first television unit, this information being
read by the second television unit and allowing said unit
to tune to the same channel.
[0032] The memory of the access module can act as
a first-in first-out buffer for the channel watched by the
user. Each time a channel change occurs, the channel
identifier is sent to the access module. The new channel
identifier received entails a push of the current channel
identifier into the queue so that the new channel identifier
is now on top of the list. When the list is full, the older
channel identifier is deleted from the list.
[0033] Together with the channel identifier, a time in-
formation can be stored. This time could be the current
time (day, hours, minutes) or the duration between the
previous channel change.
[0034] Instead of storing the channel identifier into the
access module, and in case a local network allows the
communication between television units, the current
channel of the selected access module is transferred
from the first television unit to the second television unit.
[0035] In case that the broadcast system is able to sus-
pend the broadcast to a first television unit and resume
the same content, at the same timing position on the sec-
ond television unit, an automatic suspend and buffering
command is initiated while the access module leave the
detection area of the first television unit. Once the second
television unit has join the detection area of the second
television unit for the detected the access module, a
resume command is sent to the broadcast system that
resume the display of the content at the same position
as it was interrupted at the first television unit.
[0036] The same can be applied even if one television
unit is considered, the temporary leave of the access
module from the vicinity of the television unit automati-
cally initiate a suspend function at the broadcast system.
When the access module is again in range, the television
unit sends a resume command to the broadcast system
to continue the display of the content at the time it was
interrupted.

Claims

1. System comprising a television decoding unit to re-
ceive and display broadcast events and a plurality
of access modules, said access modules comprising
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wireless communication means with the television
decoding unit, a memory comprising an identification
of said module, said television decoding unit com-
prising telecommunication means for detecting the
presence and to receive the identification of an ac-
cess module within a detection area, means to apply
a filter on events displayed on the television unit,
said filter being defined with pre-defined filter cate-
gory attached to the identification, and means to
record the broadcast events consumption while the
access module is detected by the television unit.

2. System according to claim 1 characterized in that
the telecommunication means are able to detect si-
multaneously the presence of a plurality of access
modules, and means to elect one access module
among the detected access modules according to
predefined criteria, and load into the filter with pre-
defined filter category attached to the elected access
module.

3. System according to claims 1 or 2, characterized
in that the television unit comprises means to switch
into power down mode while no access module is
detected.

4. System according to claims 1 or 2, characterized
in that the memory comprises an initial credit and a
current credit value pertaining to the detected access
module, said credits representing watching units per
period, the memory further comprising at least two
weighting values representing watching units per
time, the first weighting value being applied while the
television unit is displaying broadcast events for a
first category and the second weighting value being
applied while the television unit is displaying broad-
cast events for a second category, the television unit
comprising means to decrement the current credit
according to the first of the second weighting values,
means to reload the current credit to the initial credit
while the period is over and means interrupt the dis-
play of broadcast events when the current credit is
over.

5. System according to any of the claims 1 to 4, in which
it comprises a first and a second television unit, the
television units are connected to the broadcast sys-
tem in charge of broadcasting the events, the first
television unit sending a suspend command to the
broadcast system while the selected access module
leave the detection area of the first television unit,
and the second television unit send a resume com-
mand to the broadcast system while the selected
access module join the detection area of the second
television unit.

6. System according to any of the claims 1 to 4, in which
it comprises a first and a second television unit, the

television units are connected to the broadcast sys-
tem in charge of broadcasting the events, the first
television unit storing the current channel broadcast-
ed while the access module leaves the detection ar-
ea of the first television unit, the second television
unit retrieving the current channel broadcasted while
the access module is detected within the detection
area of the second television unit, said second tele-
vision unit reading the current channel relating to the
detected access module and assigning said channel
to the second television unit.

7. System of claim 6, characterized in that the first
and the second television unit are connected to a
local network, the current channel of said access
module being transmitted from the first to the second
television unit via the local network.

8. System of claim 6, characterized in that the first
and the second television units comprise means to
write data into the access module, the first television
unit writing the current channel into the access mod-
ule, said second television unit reading the current
channel from the access module.
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